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FREE PATTERN • Flight of Fancy • 40-1/2" x 59-1/2" • by Elaine Theriault for Northcott

Blue Lagoon

Earth

Autumn



Fabric requirements Yards Cutting Instructions

Fabric A:  Butterfly Panel 
21662M-34 - Earth
21662M-45 Blue Lagoon
21662M-39 Autumn

1 panel Trim panel to 23” by 42”
(see note below)

Fabric B: Light mottled
20254M-63 - Earth
20254M-68 - Blue Lagoon
20254M-580 - Autumn
1st border

1/3 yard Cut four (4) strips measuring 2 ½” by wof

Fabric C: Feathers 
21666M-34 - Earth
21666M-45 - Blue Lagoon
21666M-39 - Autumn
2nd border

½ yard Cut four (4) strips measuring 3 ½” by wof
• Join end to end using a diagonal seam

Fabric D: Large mottled
21667M-34 - Earth
21667M-45 - Blue Lagoon
21667M-39 - Autumn
Outer border + binding

1 yard Cut five (5) strips measuring 4 1/4” by wof
• Join end to end using a diagonal seam

 Cut five (5) strips measuring 2 ½” by wof
• Join end to end using a diagonal seam (binding)

Backing 2 2/3 yard

or 1-¾ yards of Wide Backing

Pieced crosswise

Flight of Fancy
Finished Size: 42” x 58”
WOF = width of fabric

Borders
1. Using Fabric B, cut two (2) strips (2 ½”) to 42” for the side borders (see note below).        

Match the center of the borders to the center of the panel and the end of each border strip 
to the edge of the panel. You may have to ease in either the panel or the border. Using 
side borders that are the same length will help to square up the panel if it’s a bit wonky.           
Press away from the panel. Measure through the center width of the panel and cut two (2) 
more strips of Fabric B that equal the center measurement of the panel. Sew to the top and 
bottom of the panel. Press away from the panel. 

2. Use Fabric C and the same technique in Step 1 to add the 2nd border. 
3. Use Fabric D and the same technique in Step 1 to add the outer border. 

Use 1/4” Seam Allowance unless otherwise stated

NOTE:  It is best to NOT prewash preprinted fabrics such as panels and border prints. The fabric goes 
through many processes to be delivered to the consumer and there may be some size variations. If you’re 
unable to cut the panels to the size mentioned above, cut the pieces to a size that works for your panels and 
adjust any other measurements accordingly.  


